
IT6503-WEB PROGRAMMING 

IMPORTANT TWO MARK AND BIG QUESTIONS 

1. What are some of the common lists that can be used when designing a page? 

Some of the common lists that can be used are: 

a) Ordered list 

b) Unordered list 

c) Definition list 

d) Menu list 

e) Directory list 

 

2. What are new Media Elements in HTML5? 

Following are the New Media Elements are present in HTML5: 

1. <audio> tag : For playing audio. 

2. <video> tag : For playing video. 

3. <source> tag : For media resources for media elements. 

4. <embed> tag : For embedded content. 

5. <track> tag : For text tracks used in media players. 

 

3. What is difference between HTML and HTML5? 

The differences between HTML and HTML5 are: 

1. Document of HTML is very large as compare to the HTML5. 

2. Audio and Video tags are not present in HTML whereas HTML5 contains audio and 

video tags. 

3. Vector technology is not integral part of HTML whereas HTML5 Vector technology is 

the integral part of it. 

4. HTML supported by all old browsers whereas HTML5 is supported by new browser. 

5. In HTML web sockets are not available whereas in HTML5 Full duplex 

communication channel is present. 

 

4. What is the importance of Doctype in HTML? 

The doctype declaration should be the very first thing in an HTML document, before the 

html tag. 

The doctype declaration is not an HTML tag; it is an instruction to the web browser about 

what version of the markup language the page is written in. 

The doctype declaration refers to a Document Type Definition (DTD). The DTD 

specifies the rules for the markup language, so that the browsers can render the content 

correctly. 

 

5. What is the purpose of canvas in HTML? 

Canvas is an element that is used for the graphics for the web page. It uses JavaScript to 

bring the graphics functionality live. It allows easy way to draw the graphics and use 

different types of tools to create drawing on the web page. Canvas is just a rectangular 

area that controls the pixel of every element that is used in the web page. Canvas uses 
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methods like paths, circles, etc.  

The canvas element will be used as follows: 

<canvas id="can" width="200" height="100"></canvas> 

 

6. What are the different types of frames tags used in HTML? 

Frames consists of different types of tags and they are as follows: 

1. <frameset>...</frameset> : It consists of the frames that includes the layout using the 

attributes of rows and cols. 

2. <frame> or <frame/> : It consists of a single frame and gets included within the 

frameset. It is always come up with a src attribute that provides the source that has to be 

shown in a particular frame. 

3. <noframes>...</noframes> : It consists of the normal HTML content that is used to 

show no frames. 

4. <iframe>...</iframe> : It consists of internal frame that will contain the src attribute 

to include the frame that is internal to a particular region. 

 

7. What is the difference between HTML elements and tags? 

HTML elements communicate to the browser to render text. When the elements are 

surrounded by brackets <>, they form HTML tags. Most of the time, tags come in pair 

and surround content. 

 

8. What is a marquee? 

Marquee is used to put the scrolling text on a web page. You should put the text which 

you want to scroll within the <marquee>......</marquee> tag. 

 

9. What is the difference between HTML tags <div> and <span>? 

The difference between span and div is that a span element is in-line and usually used 

for a small chunk of HTML inside a line (such as inside a paragraph) whereas 

adiv (division) element is block-line (which is basically equivalent to having a line-break 

before and after it) and used to group larger chunks of code. 

 

10. What is CSS? 

Cascading Style Sheets, fondly referred to as CSS, is a simple design language intended 

to simplify the process of making web pages presentable. 

 

11. What are the components of a CSS Style? 

A style rule is made of three parts − 

Selector − A selector is an HTML tag at which a style will be applied. This could be any 

tag like <h1> or <table> etc. 

Property − A property is a type of attribute of HTML tag. Put simply, all the HTML 

attributes are converted into CSS properties. They could be color, border etc. 

Value − Values are assigned to properties. For example, color property can have value 

either red or #F1F1F1 etc. 

 

12. What are the various ways of using CSS in an HTML page? 
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There are four ways to associate styles with your HTML document. Most commonly used 

methods are inline CSS and External CSS. 

Embedded CSS − The <style> Element: You can put your CSS rules into an HTML 

document using the <style> element. 

Inline CSS − The style Attribute: You can use style attribute of any HTML element to 

define style rules. 

External CSS − The <link> Element: The <link> element can be used to include an 

external stylesheet file in your HTML document. 

Imported CSS − @import Rule: @import is used to import an external stylesheet in a 

manner similar to the <link> element. 

 

13. What is the difference between form get and form post? 

Get 

With GET the form data is encoded into a URL by the browser. The form data is visible 

in the URL allowing it to be bookmarked and stored in web history. The form data is 

restricted to ASCII codes. Because URL lengths are limited there can be limitations on 

how much form data can be sent. 

Post 

With POST all the name value pairs are submitted in the message body of the HTTP 

request which has no restrictions on the length of the string. The name value pairs cannot 

be seen in the web browser bar. 

POST and GET correspond to different HTTP requests and they differ in how they are 

submitted. Since the data is encoded in differently, different decoding may be needed. 

 

14. What is BOM? 

BOM stands for Browser Object Model. It provides interaction with the browser. The 

default object of browser is window. 

 

15. What is DOM? What is the use of document object? 

DOM stands for Document Object Model. A document object represent the html 

document. It can be used to access and change the content of html. 

 

16.  What is the use of history object? 

The history object of browser can be used to switch to history pages such as back and 

forward from current page or another page. There are three methods of history object. 

history.back() 

history.forward() 

history.go(number): number may be positive for forward, negative for backward. 

 

17. What is the difference between == and ===? 

The == operator checks equality only whereas === checks equality and data type i.e. 

value must be of same type. 

 

18.  What does the isNaN() function? 

The isNan() function returns true if the variable value is not a number. 
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19. Difference between Client side JavaScript and Server side JavaScript? 

Client side JavaScript comprises the basic language and predefined objects which are 

relevant to running java script in a browser. The client side JavaScript is embedded 

directly by in the HTML pages. This script is interpreted by the browser at run time. 

Server side JavaScript also resembles like client side java script. It has relevant java 

script which is to run in a server. The server side JavaScript are deployed only after 

compilation. 

 

20. What is the difference between undefined value and null value? 

Undefined value: A value that is not defined and has no keyword is known as undefined 

value. For example: 

int number;//Here, number has undefined value.  

Null value: A value that is explicitly specified by the keyword "null" is known as null 

value. For example: 

String str=null;//Here, str has a null value.   

21. What are the pop up boxes available in JavaScript? 

Alert Box 

Confirm Box 

Prompt Box 

 

UNIT-II 

1. When super keyword is used? 

If the method overrides one of its superclass's methods, overridden method can be 

invoked through the use of the keyword super. It can be also used to refer to a hidden 

field. 

 

2. Explain Runtime Exceptions? 

It is an exception that occurs that probably could have been avoided by the programmer. 

As opposed to checked exceptions, runtime exceptions are ignored at the time of 

compliation. 

 

3. What do you mean by Checked Exceptions? 

It is an exception that is typically a user error or a problem that cannot be foreseen by the 

programmer. For example, if a file is to be opened, but the file cannot be found, an 

exception occurs. These exceptions cannot simply be ignored at the time of compilation. 

 

4. What is the difference between StringBuffer and StringBuilder class? 

Use StringBuilder whenever possible because it is faster than StringBuffer. But, if thread 

safety is necessary then use StringBuffer objects. 

 

5. What is Abstract class? 

These classes cannot be instantiated and are either partially implemented or not at all 

implemented. This class contains one or more abstract methods which are simply method 

declarations without a body. 
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6. What is an Interface? 

An interface is a collection of abstract methods. A class implements an interface, thereby 

inheriting the abstract methods of the interface. 

 

7. What are the two ways in which Thread can be created? 

Thread can be created by: implementing Runnable interface, extending the Thread class. 

 

8. Difference between throw and throws? 

It includes: 

Throw is used to trigger an exception where as throws is used in declaration of exception. 

Without throws, Checked exception cannot be handled where as checked exception can 

be propagated with throws. 

 

9. What is the difference between yielding and sleeping? 

When a task invokes its yield() method, it returns to the ready state. When a task invokes 

its sleep() method, it returns to the waiting state. 

 

10. What is the difference between the Reader/Writer class hierarchy and the 

InputStream/OutputStream class hierarchy? 

The Reader/Writer class hierarchy is character-oriented, and the 

InputStream/OutputStream class hierarchy is byte-oriented. 

 

11. What's the difference between the methods sleep() and wait()? 

The code sleep(2000); puts thread aside for exactly two seconds. The code wait(2000), 

causes a wait of up to two second. A thread could stop waiting earlier if it receives the 

notify() or notifyAll() call. The method wait() is defined in the class Object and the 

method sleep() is defined in the class Thread. 

 

12. What is the difference between error and an exception? 

An error is an irrecoverable condition occurring at runtime. Such as OutOfMemory error. 

Exceptions are conditions that occur because of bad input etc. e.g. 

FileNotFoundException will be thrown if the specified file does not exist. 

 

13. What is daemon thread? 

Daemon thread is a low priority thread, which runs intermittently in the back ground 

doing the garbage collection operation for the java runtime system. 

 

14. Difference between the super and this keyword. 

In the constructor, this() calls a constructor defined in the current class. super() calls a 

constructor defined in the parent class. 

 

15. Does java support multiple inheritance? Justify. 

Java does not support multiple inheritance using class, but it provides the facility by 

interface in order to avoid multiple instances parent class for child classes.  

 

16. What is the need for Buffered Reader and BufferedInputStream class? 
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What is the difference between Reader/writer and InputStream/outputStream? 

Buffered reader-character oriented, used o read text data and faster. 

BufferedInputStream-byte oriented, used to read image, binary and sequential data , 

slower. 

 

17. What is the importance of == and equals () methods with respect to string object? 

Both equals() method and == operator is used to compare two objects in Java. == is an 

operator and equals() is method. But == operator compare reference or memory location 

of objects in the heap, whether they point to the same location or not . 

equals() method the main purpose is to compare the state of two objects or contents of the 

object are equal or not. 

 

18. What is Inheritance? 

Inheritance is a mechanism in which one object acquires all the properties and behaviour 

of another object of another class. It represents IS-A relationship. It is used for Code 

Resusability and Method Overriding. 

 

19. What is cloning? 

The object cloning is a way to create exact copy of an object. For this purpose, clone() 

method of Object class is used to clone an object. Less processing task. 

 

20. Mention the purpose of the Keyword 'final'. 

It is used with variables to make its values not to be changed. 

The final keyword can be applied with the variables, a final variable that have no value 

it is called blank final variable or uninitialized final variable. It can be initialized in the 

constructor only. The blankfinal variable can be static also which will be initialized in the 

static block only. 

 

21. Write down the fundamentals of exception handling? 

Exception is an event that occurs at the time of execution of a program. 

It disrupts the normal flow of the program. 

It is an object that describes the exceptional condition that occurs at the runtime of the program. 

Exception will happen due to improper input, resource not found and so on.. 

Exception Handling: 
Java exception handling is done using five keywords: try, catch, throw, throws, finally. 

Try: This block helps program to monitor whether an exception arises or not. 

catch: The exception is catched and handled here. 

throw:Manually throws an exception out of the method. 

throws:Any exception that is thrown out is specified here. 

finally: Any code that has to be executed before a method returns is placed here. 

Exception handling block: 

try{ 

//code to monitor whether an exception arises or not 

} 

catch (ExceptionType_1 exobject){ 

//Exception handler 

} 

finally{ 
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// code to be executed before try block ends 

} 

22.  What are Java Packages? What’s the significance of packages? 

In Java, package is a collection of classes and interfaces which are bundled together as 

they are related to each other. Use of packages helps developers to modularize the code 

and group the code for proper re-use. Once code has been packaged in Packages, it can be 

imported in other classes and used. 

23. How an object is serialized in java? 

In java, to convert an object into byte stream by serialization, an interface with the name 

Serializable is implemented by the class. All objects of a class implementing serializable 

interface get serialized and their state is saved in byte stream. 

24. When we should use serialization? 

Serialization is used when data needs to be transmitted over the network. Using 

serialization, object’s state is saved and converted into byte stream .The  byte stream is 

transferred over the network and the object is re-created at destination. 

25. Why Strings in Java are called as Immutable? 

 In java, string objects are called immutable as once value has been assigned to a string, it 

can’t be changed and if changed, a new object is created. 

26. What is multi-threading? 

Multi threading is a programming concept to run multiple tasks in a concurrent manner 

within a single program. Threads share same process stack and running in parallel. It 

 helps  in performance improvement of any program. 

27. How garbage collection is done in Java? 

In java, when an object is not referenced any more, garbage collection takes place and the 

object is destroyed automatically. For automatic garbage collection java calls either 

System.gc() method or Runtime.gc() method. 

28. How destructors are defined in Java? 

In Java, there are no destructors defined in the class as there is no need to do so. Java has 

its own garbage collection mechanism which does the job automatically by destroying the 

objects when no longer referenced. 

29. What’s meant by anonymous class? 

An anonymous class is a class defined without any name in a single line of code using 

new keyword. 

30. Can we override static methods of a class? 

We cannot override static methods. Static methods belong to a class and not to individual 

objects and are resolved at the time of compilation (not at runtime).Even if we try to 

override static method,we will not get an complitaion error,nor the impact of overriding 

when running the code. 

 

 

UNIT-III 

1. What is JDBC? 
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JDBC is java database connectivity as name implies it’s a java API for communicating to 

relational database, API has java classes and interfaces using that developer can easily 

interact with database. 

 

2. Difference between type 2 and type 4 JDBC drivers. 

Type 1 JDBC Driver is called JDBC-ODBC Bridge driver (bridge driver) 

Type 2 JDBC Driver is referred as Native-API/partly Java driver (native driver) 

Type 3 JDBC Driver is called AllJava/Net-protocol driver (middleware driver) 

Type 4 JDBC Driver is called All Java/Native-protocol driver (Pure java driver) 

 

3. What are the main steps in java to make JDBC connectivity? 

Main steps to connect to database. 

 Load the Driver: First step is to load the database specific driver which 

communicates with database. 

 Make Connection: Next step is get connection from the database using 

connection object, which is used to send SQL statement also and get result back 

from the database. 

 Get Statement object: From connection object we can get statement object which 

is used to query the database 

 Execute the Query: Using statement object we execute the SQL or database 

query and get result set from the query. 

 Close the connection: After getting resultset and all required operation performed 

the last step should be closing the database connection. 

 

4. What are different types of Statement? 

Statement object is used to send SQL query to database and get result from database, and 

we get statement object from connection object. 

There are three types of statement: 

 Statement: it’s a commonly used for getting data from database useful when we are 

using static SQL statement at runtime. it will not accept any parameter. 

      Statement   stmt = conn.createStatement( ); 

      ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery(); 

 

 PreparedStatement: when we are using same SQL statement multiple time its is useful 

and it will accept parameter at runtime.    

      String SQL = "Update stock SET limit = ? WHERE stockType = ?"; 

      PreparedStatement  pstmt = conn.prepareStatement(SQL); 

      ResultSet rs = pstmt.executeQuery(); 

 

 Callable Statement: when we want to access stored procedures then callable statement 

are useful and they also accept runtime parameter. It is called like this 

            

      CallableStatement cs = con.prepareCall("{call SHOW_SUPPLIERS}");  

      ResultSet rs = cs.executeQuery(); 
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5. How cursor works in scrollable result set? 

There are three constant define in result set by which we can move cursor. 

TYPE_FORWARD_ONLY: creates a nonscrollable result set, that is, one in which the 

cursor moves only forward 

 TYPE_SCROLL_INSENSITIVE : a scrollable result set does not reflects changes that 

are made to it while it is open 

 TYPE_SCROLL_SENSITIVE: a scrollable result set  reflects changes that are made to it 

while it is open 

 

6. What is connection pooling? 

Connection pooling is the mechanism by which we reuse the recourse like connection 

objects  which are  needed to make connection with database .In this mechanism client 

are not required every time make new connection and then interact with database instead 

of that connection objects are stored in connection pool and client will get it from there. 

 

7. Does the JDBC-ODBC Bridge support multiple concurrent open statements per 

connection? 

No, we can open only one statement object when using JDBC-ODBC Bridge. 

8. Is it possible to send an object using Sockets, if so, how it can be? 

Yes it is Poosible to send an Object using Sockets. Objects that implement Serializable 

may be sent across a socket connection using an ObjectInputStream and  

ObjectOutputStream combination. 

 

9. How does server know that a client is connected to it or not? 

 

10. What is Domain Naming Service (DNS)? 

DNS stands for Domain Name System, an Internet service that  translates domain names 

into IP addressess. 

11. What is Inet address? 

InetAddress is a class used to find the ip address of a host in a network. 

This InetAddress is divided into two types, 

1)Inet4address for the ip version 4(ipv4)=Which has 32bit ip 

address 

2)Inet6address for the ip version 6(ipv6)=Which has 128bit 

ip address 

There are subclasses & abstract in the InetAddress. 

12. What is URL? 

URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator and it points to resource files on the Internet. 

URL has four components. 

http://www.allinterview.com:80/index.html 

http - protocol name, 

allinterview - IP address or host name, 
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80 - port number, 

index.html - file 

13. What is meant by TCP, IP, UDP? 

TCP:its a protocal for transfering data that is reliable and commonly used. 

IP: It's Internet Protocol, every computer available on the network has a unique IP. TCP 

and IP both works together  and this is called TCP/IP. 

UDP:its unreliable but fast mode of transfering data. 

14. What is the difference between TCP and UDP ? 

TCP is guaranteed delivery, UDP is not guaranteed. 

TCP guarantees order of messages, UDP doesn’t. 

Data boundary is not preserved in TCP, but UDP preserves it. 

TCP is slower compared to UDP. 

15. What is the difference between TCP/IP and TCP? 

The difference is that TCP is responsible for the data delivery of a packet and IP is 

responsible for the logical addressing. In other words, IP obtains the address and TCP 

guarantees delivery of data to that address. 

16. What is meant by time-slicing? 

Preemptive multitasking also called "time slicing". Interrupting the execution of a process 

and passing control to another waiting process and performing a context switch after 

which the context for the next pending process is restored, and the next process is 

executed for the duration of its time slice or "quantum". 

 

17.  What is the difference between IO and NIO? 

The main difference between NIO and IO is that NIO provides asynchronous, non 

blocking IO, which is critical to write faster and scalable networking systems. On the 

other hand, most of the utilities from the IO classes are blocking and slow. NIO takes 

advantage of asynchronous system calls in UNIX systems such as the select() system call 

for network sockets. Using select(), an application can monitor several resources at the 

same time and can also poll for network activity without blocking. The select() system 

call identifies if data is pending or not, then read() or write() may be used knowing that 

they will complete immediately. 

18. What is javabean? 

JavaBeans are classes that encapsulate many objects into a single object (the bean). 

They are serializable, have a zero-argument constructor, and allow access to properties 

using getter and setter methods. 

19. What are advantage and disadvantage of java sockets? 

Advantages: 

a. Flexible and powerful. 

b. Cause low network traffic if efficiently used. 

c. Only updated information can be sent. 

 

Disadvantages: 

a. The Java applets can establish communication only with the machine requested and not 

with any other machine on the network. 
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b. Sockets allow only raw data to be sent. This means that both client and server need to 

have mechanisms to interpret the data. 

20. What is Socket? 

A socket is an endpoint for communication between two machines.  

J ava Socket programming can be connection-oriented or connection-less. 

Socket and ServerSocket classes are used for connection-oriented socket programming 

and DatagramSocket and DatagramPacket classes are used for connection-less socket 

programming. 

The client in socket programming must know two information: 

1. IP Address of Server, and 

2. Port number. 

 

UNIT-IV 

1. What is an applet? 

Applets are small programs transferred through Internet, automatically installed and run 

as part of web-browser. Applets implements functionality of a client. Applet is a dynamic 

and interactive program that runs inside a Web page displayed by a Java-capable 

browser.. Applets can be invoked either through browser or through Appletviewer utility 

provided by JDK. 

2. How to initialize applet? 

Using init() method of applet. 

3. How will you establish the connection between servlet and applet? 

We can use the java.net.URLConnection and java.net.URL classes to open a standard 

HTTP connection and "tunnel" to the web server. The server then passes this information 

to the servlet in the normal way. Basically, the applet pretends to be a web browser, and 

the servlet doesn't know the difference. As far as the servlet is concerned, the applet is 

just another HTTP client. 

4. What is difference between applet and application? 

Refer notes. 

5. What is the order of method invocation in applet? 

 public void init() : Initialization method called once by browser.  

► public void start() : Method called after init() and contains code to start 

processing. If the user leaves the page and returns without killing the current 

browser session, the start () method is called without being preceded by init ().  

► public void stop() : Stops all processing started by start (). Done if user moves 

off page.  

► public void destroy() : Called if current browser session is being terminated. 

Frees all resources used by applet. 

6. How to pass parameter to applet from html page?how? 

We can pass parameters to an applet using tag in the following way:  

► <param name="param1″ value="value1″> ► <param name="param2″ 

value="value2″>  

Access those parameters inside the applet is done by calling getParameter() method 

inside the applet. Note that getParameter() method returns String value corresponding to 

the parameter name. 
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7. Which class and interfaces does Applet class consist? 

 Applet class consists of a single class, the Applet class and three interfaces: 

AppletContext,-applet to applet communication. 

 AppletStub, -The applet stub interface provides the means by which an applet and the 

browser communicate. 

and AudioClip. 

8. Which tags are mandatory when creating HTML to display an applet? 

code, height, width. 

9. What are applet information methods? 

The following are the Applet's information methods: getAppletInfo() method: Returns a 

string describing the applet, its author, copyright information, etc. getParameterInfo( ) 

method: Returns an array of string describing the applet's parameters. 

10. When is update method called? 

Whenever a screen needs redrawing (e.g., upon creation, resizing, validating) the update 

method is called. By default, the update method clears the screen and then calls the paint 

method, which normally contains all the drawing code. 

11. What is a servlet? 

Java Servlet is server side technologies to extend the capability of web servers by providing 
support for dynamic response and data persistence. The javax.servlet and javax.servlet.http 
packages provide interfaces and classes for writing our own servlets. 

12. What are common tasks performed by Servlet Container? 
 
Servlet containers are also known as web container, for example Tomcat. Some of the 
important tasks of servlet container are: 

Communication Support: Servlet Container provides easy way of communication between 
web client (Browsers) and the servlets and JSPs. 
Lifecycle and Resource Management: Servlet Container takes care of managing the life 
cycle of servlet. From the loading of servlets into memory, initializing servlets, invoking 
servlet methods and to destroy them. 
Multithreading Support: Container creates new thread for every request to the servlet and 
provide them request and response objects to process. So servlets are not initialized for 
each request and saves time and memory. 
JSP Support: JSPs doesn’t look like normal java classes but every JSP in the application is 
compiled by container and converted to Servlet and then container manages them like other 
servlets. 
Miscellaneous Task: Servlet container manages the resource pool, perform memory 
optimizations, execute garbage collector, provides security configurations, support for 
multiple applications, hot deployment and several other tasks behind the scene that makes a 
developer life easier. 
 

13. What is ServletConfig object? 

javax.servlet.ServletConfig is used to pass configuration information to Servlet. 

Every servlet has it’s own ServletConfig object and servlet container is responsible for 
instantiating this object. 
 

14. What is ServletContext object? 
javax.servlet.ServletContext interface provides access to web application parameters to the 
servlet. The ServletContext is unique object and available to all the servlets in the web 
application. We can get the ServletContext object via the getServletContext() method of 
ServletConfig. 
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15. What is the difference between ServletConfig and ServletContext? 
Some of the differences between ServletConfig and ServletContext are: 

 ServletConfig is a unique object per servlet whereas ServletContext is a unique object for 

complete application. 

 ServletConfig is used to provide init parameters to the servlet whereas ServletContext is 

used to provide application level init parameters that all other servlets can use. 

 We can’t set attributes in ServletConfig object whereas we can set attributes in 

ServletContext that other servlets can use in their implementation. 

 

16.  What is the use of servlet wrapper classes? 

Servlet HTTP API provides two wrapper classes –

 HttpServletRequestWrapper andHttpServletResponseWrapper. These wrapper classes are 

provided to help developers with custom implementation of servlet request and response 

types. We can extend these classes and override only specific methods we need to 

implement for custom request and response objects. These classes are not used in normal 

servlet programming. 

17. What is difference between GenericServlet and HttpServlet? 

GenericServlet is protocol independent implementation of Servlet interface whereas 

HttpServlet is HTTP protocol specific implementation. Most of the times we use servlet for 

creating web application and that’s why we extend HttpServlet class. HttpServlet class 

extends GenericServlet and also provide some other methods specific to HTTP protocol. 

18. What is Request Dispatcher? 

RequestDispatcher interface is used to forward the request to another resource that can be 

HTML, JSP or another servlet in same application. There are two methods defined in this 

interface: 

 void forward(ServletRequest request, ServletResponse response) – forwards the request 

from a servlet to another resource (servlet, JSP file, or HTML file) on the server. 

 void include(ServletRequest request, ServletResponse response) – includes the content of 

a resource (servlet, JSP page, HTML file) in the response. 

We can get RequestDispatcher in a servlet using ServletContext 

getRequestDispatcher(String path) method. The path must begin with a / and is interpreted 

as relative to the current context root. 

19. Are Servlets Thread Safe? How to achieve thread safety in servlets? 

No. HttpServlet init() method and destroy() method are called only once in servlet life cycle, 

so we don’t need to worry about their synchronization. But service methods such as doGet() 

or doPost() are getting called in every client request and since servlet uses multithreading, 

we should provide thread safety in these methods. 

20. Why HttpServlet class is declared abstract? 

HttpServlet class provide HTTP protocol implementation of servlet but it’s left abstract 

because there is no implementation logic in service methods such as doGet() and doPost() 

and we should override at least one of the service methods. That’s why there is no point in 

having an instance of HttpServlet and is declared abstract class. 

21.  What are the phases of servlet life cycle? 

We know that Servlet Container manages the life cycle of Servlet, there are four phases of 

servlet life cycle. 

Servlet Class Loading – When container receives request for a servlet, it first loads the class 

into memory and calls it’s default no-args constructor. 

Servlet Class Initialization – Once the servlet class is loaded, container initializes the 

ServletContext object for the servlet and then invoke it’s init method by passing servlet config 

object. This is the place where a servlet class transforms from normal class to servlet. 
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Request Handling – Once servlet is initialized, its ready to handle the client requests. For 

every client request, servlet container spawns a new thread and invokes the service() 

method by passing the request and response object reference. 

Removal from Service – When container stops or we stop the application, servlet container 

destroys the servlet class by invoking it’s destroy() method. 

22. What are different methods of session management in servlets? 

Session is a conversional state between client and server and it can consists of multiple 

request and response between client and server. Since HTTP and Web Server both are 

stateless, the only way to maintain a session is when some unique information about the 

session (session id) is passed between server and client in every request and response. 

Some of the common ways of session management in servlets are: 

User Authentication 

HTML Hidden Field 

Cookies 

URL Rewriting 

Session Management API 

23. What is JSP? 

Java Server Pages technology (JSP) is used to create dynamic web page. It is an extension 

to the servlet technology. A JSP page is internally converted into servlet. 

24. What are the life-cycle methods for a jsp? 

public void jspInit() ,  

public void _jspService(ServletRequest request,ServletResponse)throws 

ServletException,IOException 

public void jspDestroy() 

25. What is the difference between ServletContext and PageContext?- 

ServletContext gives the information about the container whereas PageContext gives the 

information about the Request. 

26. What is basic differences between the JSP custom tags and java beans? 

 Custom tags can manipulate JSP content whereas beans cannot. 

 Complex operations can be reduced to a significantly simpler form with custom tags 

than with beans. 

 Custom tags require quite a bit more work to set up than do beans. 

 Custom tags are available only in JSP 1.1 and later, but beans can be used in all 

JSP 1.x versions. 

27. What are the 3 tags used in JSP bean development? 

jsp:useBean 

jsp:setProperty 

jsp:getProperty 
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UNIT-V 

1. What is a well formed XML document? 

A syntactically correct document is called well formed XML document. A well formed XML 

document must follow the XML?s basic rules of syntax: 

It must have a closing tag. 

The closing tag must exactly match the open tag: XML is case sensitive. 

All elements should be included within a single root tag. 

Child elements must be closed within parent tag. 

2. What is a valid XML document? 

A structurally correct element is called a valid XML document. It should follow some 

predefined rules of a specific type of document. These rules determine the type of data that 

each part of the document can contain. These rules can be written by the author of an XML 

document or someone other. 

A valid XML document may be well-formed but a well-formed XML document may not be 

valid. 

3. What is DTD? 

DTD stands for Document Type Definition. It defines a leading building block of an XML 

document. It defines: 

Names of elements 

How and where they can be used 

Element attributes 

Proper nesting 

4. How can you apply a DTD to an XML document? 

To apply a DTD to an XML document, you can: 

Use the DTD element definition within the XML document itself. 

Provide a DTD as a separate file and reference its name in XML document. 

5. What is the difference between simple element and complex element? 

In XML, simple elements are text-based elements. It contains less attributes, child elements, 

and cannot be left empty. 

But, complex elements can hold multiple attributes and elements. It can contain additional sub 

elements and empty element also. 

6. Define the concept of XPOINTER. 

XPOINTER is used to point data within XML document. It is used to locate the particular part 

of the XML document. It is a W3C recommendation. 

address.xml#pointer(/ descendant ::streetnumber[@id =9])   

7. What is XML encoding error? 

There are two types of XML encoding errors: 

An invalid character was found in text content. 

Switching from current encoding to specified encoding not supported. 

These errors occur because XML document can contain non ASCII characters like Norwegian 

and French. These errors can be avoided by specifying the XML encoding Unicode. 

8. What is the difference between CDATA and PCDATA? 

CDATA means unparsed character data whereas PCDATA means parsed character data. 

9. What is XML Namespace? 

A namespace is a qualified name that is associated with the DTD/Schema location . 

A document may have duplicate elements and attributes. So, the namespace defines a way 

to compare duplicate elements and attribute names. 

10. Define Structure of XML? 

XML declaration 

Document Type Declaration 

XML Body 
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11. What is XSLT? 

- XSLT is known as XSL Transformations 

- It is one of the most important part of XSL  

- It transforms an XML document into another XML document  

- It uses the XPath to navigate in XML documents  

- It is a W3C Recommendation 

12. What are the roles of XSLT? 

The roles of XSLT are: 

1. XSLT is used to transform an XML document into another XML document such as HTML, etc. 

2. XSLT can be used to add or remove elements and attributes to or from the output file. 

3. XSLT can also be used for rearranging and sorting elements. 

4. It can also be used for performing tests and making decisions about hiding and displaying of 

elements. 

13. What is XSLT? What is the relation with XSL?  

XSLT stands for eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations. It is a language used to 

convert XML documents to XHTML or other XML documents. This conversion is done by 

transforming each XML element into an (X)HTML element.. it uses XPath to find information in a 

XML document. XSLT is nothing but transforming XSL’s. Xpath defines the parts of the source 

document that must match one or more predefined templates. Once a match is found, XSLT will 

transform the match into the result document. 

14. What XSLT style sheet? 

XSL stylesheet is just like a XML document used as a program text or a source. It contains sets 

of rules and instructions used for transformations. XSLT stylesheet along with the XML source 

documents are the inputs to the XSLT processor. The template rule contains two parts: a pattern 

used to match the nodes in the source document and a template which can be instantiated to 

form part of the result tree. A stylesheet is represented by an xsl:stylesheet element in an XML 

document. 

15. Define the role of XPATH. 

XPATH is used to scan the XML document for navigation of elements and attributes. It contains a 

library of standard functions string ad numeric values. For navigation, XPATH makes use of path 

expressions to select nodes or sets of nodes in a XML document. 

16. What is XHTML? 

- It is the next version of the HTML. 

- It is the next step evolution of the Internet. 

- XHTML stands for Extensible HyperText Markup Language. 

- It helps to web developers to make the transition from HTML to XML. 

- These elements always be closed. 

- In the declaration of XHTML is mandatory. 

17. Define web service. 

Web services are client and server applications that communicate over the World Wide Web’s 

(WWW) HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Web services provide a standard means of 

inter operating between software applications running on a variety of platforms and 

frameworks. 

18. List the Characteristics of web service. 

Main characteristics of the Web Services  are : 

1. Interoperability  

2. Extensibility 

3. Machine processable descriptions. 

19. What is the difference between SOA and a web service? 

SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) is an architectural pattern that makes possible for 
services to interact with one another independently.  
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Web Services is a realization of SOA concept, that leverages XML, JSON, etc. and common 
Internet protocols such as HTTP(S), SMTP, etc.  
SOA is a system-level architectural style that tries to expose business. WOA is an interface-
level architectural style that focuses on the means by which these service capabilities are 
exposed to consumers. 

 

20. What is SOAP? 

SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a transport protocol for sending and receiving 

requests and responses on XML format, which can be used on top of transport protocols such 

as HTTP, SMTP, UDP, etc.  

21. What is REST? 

REST (REpresentational State Transfer) is an architectural style by which data can be 

transmitted over transport protocol such as HTTP(S). 

22.  What is the difference between a REST web service and a SOAP web service? 

Below are the main differences between REST and SOAP web service 

REST supports different formats like text, JSON and XML; SOAP only supports XML; 

REST works only over HTTP(S) on a transport layer; SOAP can be used different protocols on 

a transport layer; 

REST works with resources, each unique URL is some representation of a resource; SOAP 

works with operations, which implement some business logic through different interfaces; 

SOAP based reads can’t be cached, for SOAP need to provide caching; REST based reads 

can be cached; 

SOAP supports SSL security and WS-security(Web Service-security); REST onlysupports SSL 

security; 

SOAP supports ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability); REST supports 

transactions, but it is neither ACID compliant nor can provide two phase commit.  

23. How  to decide which one of web service to use REST or SOAP?  

“REST vs SOAP” we can rephrased to "Simplicity vs Standard". Of course, "Simplicity" with 

REST at most cases wins, it wins in performance, scalability and support for multiple data 

formats, but SOAP is favored where service requires comprehensive support for security (WS-

security) and transactional safety (ACID). 

24. What is WSDL? 

WSDL (Web Services Description Language) is an XML format for describing web services 

and how to access them.  

25. What is UDDI? 

UDDI is an XML-based standard for describing, publishing, and finding web 

services. UDDI stands for Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration. UDDIis a 

specification for a distributed registry of web services. 

26. What is JAX-WS? 

JAX-WS (Java API for XML Web Services) is a set of APIs for creating web services in XML 

format. 

27. What is JAXB? 

JAXB (Java Architecture for XML Binding) is a Java standard that defines how Java objects 

are converted from and to XML. It makes reading and writing of XML via Java relatively easy. 

28. What does a SOAP namespace defines? 

SOAP namespace defines the Envelope as a SOAP Envelope. 

An example: 

xmlns:soap=http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope 

29. What is the SOAP encoding? 
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SOAP encoding is a method for structuring the request which is suggested within the SOAP 

specification, known as the SOAP serialization. 

30. What are 2 styles web service’s endpoint by using JAX-WS? 

RPC (remote procedure call) style web service in JAX-WS;  

document style web service in JAX-WS.  

31. What is the wsimport tool?  

The wsimport tool is used to parse an existing Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 

file and generate required files (JAX-WS portable artifacts) for web service client to access the 

published web services:  

32. What is the difference between SOAP and other remote access techniques? 

SOAP is simple to use and it is non - symmetrical unlike DCOM or CORBA is highly popular 

and usually have complexity in them. 

SOAP provides greater platform independent with the language independence unlike DCOM 

or CORBA doesn't provide any of these. 

SOAP uses HTTP as its transport protocol and the data are being saved in XML format that 

can be ready by human, whereas DCOM or CORBA have their own binary formats that are 

used to transport the data in complicated manner.  

SOAP identify the object other than URL endpoint. SOAP objects are stateless and it is hard to 

maintain that. Whereas, it is not hard to maintain in case of other remote access techniques. 

33. What are HTTP methods supported by REST? 

GET; 

POST; 

PUT; 

DELETE; 

OPTIONS; 

HEAD. 

34. What is the difference between PUT and POST? 

Need to use PUT when can update a resource completely through a specific resource. For 

example, if know that an article resides at http://javahungry.blogspot.com/article/123, can PUT 

a new resource representation of this article through a PUT on this URL. If do not know the 

actual resource location for instance, when add a new article, can use POST.  

PUT is idempotent, while POST is not. It means if use PUT an object twice, it has no effect. 

35. What is WADL? 

WADL (Web Application Description Language) is a XML description of a deployed RESTful 

web application.  

36. What are frameworks available to implement REST web services?  

Jersey, Restlet, EasyRest,  

37. What is the Restlet framework? 

Restlet is a lightweight, comprehensive, open source RESTful web API framework for the Java 

platform.  

It has advantages such as 

 websocket and server-sent events support;  

 HTTP/2 support;  

 transparent HTTP PATCH support;  

 client cache service;  

 fluent APIs. 

38. What is the Jersey framework? 

Jersey is open source framework for developing RESTful Web Services in Java that provides 

support for JAX-RS APIs and serves as a JAX-RS (JSR 311 & JSR 339) Reference 

Implementation. It has advantages such as  

 contains support for Web Application Description Language (WADL);  
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 contains Jersey Test Framework which lets run and test Jersey REST services inside 

JUnit;    

 supports for the REST MVC pattern, which would allow to return a View from Jersey 

services rather than just data. 

39. What is the RESTeasy framework? 

RESTeasy is a JBoss project, which implements of the JAX-RS specification. 

 It has benefits such as  

 fully certified JAX-RS implementation; supports HTTP 1.1 caching semantics including 

cache revalidation;  

 JAXB marshalling into XML, JSON, Jackson, Fastinfoset, and Atom as well as 

wrappers for maps, arrays, lists, and sets of JAXB Objects;  

 OAuth2 and Distributed SSO with JBoss AS7;  

 rich set of providers for: XML, JSON, YAML, Fastinfoset, Multipart, XOP, Atom, etc.  

40. What is the difference between AJAX and REST? 

In Ajax, the request are sent to the server by using XMLHttpRequest objects; REST have a 

URL structure and a request/response pattern the revolve around the use of resources; 

Ajax eliminates the interaction between the customer and server asynchronously; REST 

requires the interaction between the customer and server; 

Ajax is a set of technology; REST is a type of software architecture and a method for users to 

request data or information from servers. 
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